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◮ Why inclusive writing is important? -> Impacts mental representations, fights
stereotypes, improve the performance of women (e.g. Isabelle Regnier et al)
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◮ Why inclusive writing is important? -> Impacts mental representations, fights
stereotypes, improve the performance of women (e.g. Isabelle Regnier et al)

◮ Web page on the LMD History:

◮ 12 names of men, only 1 name of a women

◮ women not even as a subject: “Robert Sadourny ...
un des pionniers... créé... avec Katia Laval”

◮ emphasis on “Pères fondateurs” (founding fathers)

◮ “étudiants et chercheurs”

◮ pictures: only men!
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So, where are the women?

◮ Why so few women? Were there really so few women?

◮ When I raised the issue, reaction by e-mail of a scientist at LMD:
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◮ When I raised the issue, reaction by e-mail of a scientist at LMD:
“Que faire? Un maquillage à la soviétique? un coup de Photoshop?”

◮ At odds with my impression that there has always been women around!

◮ Have women been erased from History? Consciously or not?

(book advised by Jean-Yves)

◮ Special issue on LMD History in preparation: what can we do to
represent women than on the web page?

◮ I contacted science historians: Denis Guthleben (involved in the
special issue), Valérie Burgos (expert in women in science
History)

◮ Seminar Valérie Jan 17 + debate in réunion climat Jan 29

◮ This presentation is a summary of what I understand from my
exchanges with them and literature review (Burgos et al 2021...)
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◮ “The More You Look, the More You Find” (Margaret Rossiter, 2012, who theorized
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◮ discussions with retired women from LMD: women have always been around and

played a pivotal role in LMD History
◮ Behind Joël, Joëlle! (Ovarlez) -> from 1/13 to 2/13 of women names
◮ Modify sentence formulation: “Robert Sadourny ... un des pionniers... créé... avec

Katia Laval” -> “Robert Sadourny et Katia Laval deviennent parmi les pionnières et
pionniers ...”

◮ Still much work to do enhance the visibility of women in texts and pictures of the
web site!
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Mechanisms by which women are erased from History

◮ Unconscious biases, political choices behind selection of archives to be conserved
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◮ Matilda effect, epistemiologic injustice, e.g.

◮ Eunice Foote (1819-1888, forgotten
discoverer of the greenhouse effect)

◮ Marthe Gautier (1925-2022, forgotten
discoverer of the trisomy 21;
rehabilitated 50 years later by Inserm)

◮ Rosalind Franklin (1920-1958:
forgotten discoverer of the helicoidal
structure of DNA, excluded from
Nobel Prize)

◮ subordinates are erased, activities that support research (technical, engineering,
calculators, translators...) made invisible
=⇒ only the “Great Men” are remembered
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The Great Men

◮ “Aux Grands Hommes la patrie
reconnaissante” (To Great Men the grateful
nation)

◮ Aux “pères fondateurs” le
LMD reconnaissant? (To
founding fathers the
grateful LMD?)
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The Great Women

e.g. Marie Curie (1867-1934)

◮ Warning: using one Great Women is often an alibi to escape suspicion of
discrimination = tokenism

◮ Reinforce the idea that there were no women, except for a few exceptions

◮ Counter-productive: idea that women have to reach an inaccessible ideal
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How do historians (re)find women

◮ Many women in science were reknown at their time, then forgotten by historians:
e.g. mathematician Sophie Germain (1776-1831)
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◮ Work on archives, but difficult: unconscious biases and political choices behind
archive conservation

◮ Until the 20th century, women were excluded from science institutions -> look for:
◮ mentors: e.g. Jérôme Lalande (astronomer (1732-1807) who employed many women

as calculators and militated for including women in science)
◮ apparently non-scientific domains: e.g. cosmetics -> chemistry by Marie Meurdrac

(1610-1680)

◮ digg deeper than “Great Men” and “Founding Fathers”, shed more light on the
diversity of workers in research, account for the complexity of research process
(parallel between gender and social dominations)
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Towards a fairer representation of women

◮ Why it matters:
◮ Representation of women in History, in books, in media, impacts mental

representations of genders, unconscious biases, and woman performance
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representations of genders, unconscious biases, and woman performance
◮ Objectivity of science knowledge: do gender stereotypes impact the knowledge

itself? e.g. obstetrics, egg-sperm interactions (Emily Martin, 1991)

◮ “Que faire? Un maquillage à la soviétique? un coup de Photoshop?”
◮ Idea that there were no woman -> proved wrong
◮ Idea that we are feminist activists, want to artificially increase woman visibility

-> actually, we just want a fairer representation of woman, that better reflects the
reality of the research work

◮ What we want to avoid: experience of Denis Guthleben on a previous book on the
history of a laboratory:
let’s add a chapter on women, then discuss serious things

◮ So, what do we want to do?
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